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Roman Shops

When the Vandals invaded Rome they discovered warehouses loaded with
spices, silks, and expensive goods from the Far East.

Romans had only a vague idea of where these costly goods had come
from. It was a trade secret. All they knew was that they had come from
somewhere on the other side of the the deserts beyond the borders of the
Roman Empire. Those who did know didn’t talk.

The thing that everyone understood was that a pound of pepper was worth
a pound of gold. The spice trade delivered coveted goods, and bags and
chests of gold and silver were returned in payment. Rome was drained of
its gold and silver. Someone on the other side of the desert collected it.
At the last, Rome had no gold and was forced to adopt the barter system.
The spice merchants in the Far East owned the world’s supply of gold.
That gold allowed the spice merchants to buy anything that gold will buy
- priests, kings, armies - anything!

Secret Spice Routes
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Long hidden from Western eyes, the spice routes carried billions of
dollars worth of goods. Thousands of camels would reach terminal cities,
pay a fee, and pass on to their destination. No one stopped them -
Christian, Mohammedan, or Jew. Seizing camels was roundly con-
demned; the taking of a ship - "piracy." Unseen, the spice merchant ruled
the world through his agents. His caravans proceeded quietly - protected
by the king and blessed by the priest.

Basic Geography - Deserts

There are four major deserts that run from the Atlantic in the west to the
Pacific in the Far East. The Sahara runs the width of North Africa, then
next, the Arabian Desert. Then, on the Iraq- Iran Deserts, and last - the
Gobi Desert to the north of China. An "Arab" could slip into the Sahara
Desert within sight of the Atlantic Ocean in N. Africa and could emerge
in China without having been seen by anyone who was not like himself.

Individuals, groups, caravans, armies, and entire nations have disap-
peared into the deserts, and have followed this route in whole or part
secure from the observation of Westerners. Westerners are always sur-
prised at what emerges from these mysterious deserts.

The Desert Caravans

Camel caravans were massive, expensive affairs. In an age where the
capture of a single camel would make an Arab rich for life - a train of
5,000 animals was ordinary, and 20,000, frequent. The goods had to be
warehoused until shipping time and food had to be provided for both man
and beast. Drivers and armed guards had to be arranged, and a paymaster
had to pay "protection-money" to local rulers for safe conduct and
protection.

Insurance agreements had to be arranged to guard against pilfering and
the occasional caravan raid that captured a few camels. Messengers had
to be dispatched ahead advising outlets that trade goods were on the way.
Schedules had to be met. Marshaling yards had to be ready to receive the
thousands of camels and drivers, and then the goods had to divided and
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new trains created to take the goods to their ultimate destinations. The
details were endless - but worth it. The desert route hid its treasures from
prying eyes and that alone provided relatively safe travel.

Local rulers were paid to protect caravans. Part of the "trade agreement"
between merchant and king was that the local ruler had to make good
anything looted from the train while it was under his protection. This
encouraged extra vigilance. All who profited from the spice trade had a
vested interest in protecting it. They still do.

Marshaling Yards & Terminals

There were major marshaling yards - great trade centres such as Baghdad,
Damascus, and Mecca. The city of Jerusalem was another - a fact of
geography that helped launch the crusades. From these extensive mar-
shaling yards smaller trains were re-routed to the seaports of Aden,
Alexandria, Haifa, Beirut, and Istanbul.

Figure 2: The Far East Spice Route

Marco Polo was the first to return to the West with fabulous stories of the
spice routes and Cathay. No one believed him. It has only been in
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relatively recent years as the route has been superseded by ocean routes
that the knowledge of the "silk-route" has become public. This forbidden
desert roadway is the historical super highway of the wandering Turk.

Part 1: God MUST Bless Trade

Strongly-held religious beliefs can stop trade, and have often done so[1].
When this happens the offending religion has to be "sanitized" before
trade can take place. It is most often the Christian religion that causes the
trouble because it is "exclusive[2]" while all others are "inclusive." As a
rule, traders could not care less about "Christianity," but before they can
trade with its people it must be proclaimed far and wide by the religious
leaders that "Christianity" has been "reformed, updated," made "New
Testament," that it is NO LONGER EXCLUSIVE - that it is open to
everyone - especially the trader. Otherwise - the trader cannot trade!

Priests must be found to guarantee that God blesses trade with strangers
FIRST - before trade can take place. Gold in the right quarters can secure
such guarantees. It can guarantee that even strangers and non-adamites
are advanced to the very pinnacle of God’s church[3]. Such leaders can
then piously sanctify that which God curses[4].

With the Church’s new and profitable discovery that "God blesses trade
with strangers" - the trade that God had formerly cursed - the wolf was
free to safely hunt within the sheep fold.

Immigration & Integration - Religious Matters

The "immigration" of this horde of strangers into a country is half the job
- half! If the local population refuses to help them, feed them, speak to
them, or trade with them - immigration" alone is useless. "integrate" with
them - These foreigners will sit on the side of the road and have rocks
thrown at them by the local population while they starve.

Foreign trade representatives must be "accepted" by the local population
to transact business. Traders, their representatives, and their families after
immigrating into the land, must be allowed to "eat" with their trading
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partners[5]. They be allowed to trade[6]. Intermarriage must be encour-
aged because if strangers are allowed to intermarry - all other benefits
follow[7]. "Integration" is essential. Only the priest can make that lawful.

Agents of the spice trade use their gold to provide a soap box and high
visibility to priests who will speak in favour of the stranger. They are
made rich by loudly proclaiming that God wants “IMMIGRATION"
AND "INTEGRATION” These priests must state in no uncertain terms
that "immigration" and "integration" are God’s will" - that they are
"lawful" and "desirable" - that they are GOOD! And, that unlawful" and
"undesirable" - and opposition to them is BAD! This prevents the wolf
and his pack from suddenly being set upon by irate sheep protesting
"blasphemy."

A handful of gold properly spent can prevent multi-billions from being
lost to wild-eyed fanatics rushing about shouting "We must obey God
rather than men." Acts 5:29

Part 2 - King Protector

Getting God on one’s side effectively muzzles the populace. Next, agree-
ments must be made with local rulers to protect and guarantee the
shipment of goods. Payments for this service to the local ruler are an
accepted part of the cost of doing business. Kings have been paid by
merchants for this service for a long time[8].

During the crusades, instances were known where hostilities between
Christian and Mohammedan armies ceased while the camel train of the
spice merchants plodded through a Saracen army besieging a Christian
seaport city, and through the open gates into the city. The Saracen guards
left the train at the gates and Christian guards took over to escort the
caravan down to the docks. There the precious off-loaded onto waiting
Christian ships. The goods were Christian ships set sail and passed
through blockading Saracen men-of-war on their way to their final
destinations in Christendom. Both Saracens and Christians lived up to
their agreements and protected the shipments. The goods were safe. The
truce then expired and Saracens and Christians returned to killing each
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other. Both Saracen and Christian rulers were equally in the pay of the
spice merchants. War takes a backseat to trade.

Naming The Desert Peoples

Few people actually "live" in the desert. This means that the people who
furnished most of the desert travellers live on the rim of these deserts.
Western claim to territorial jurisdiction has forced these desert people to
"name" the bounds of the territory in which they presently reside - an
alien concept to populations that live on the move. An incomplete list
consists of Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Palestine, Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Turkmen, Kazakh, Uzbek, Paki-
stan, India, Tadzhik, Kirghiz, and Mongolia.

Periodically, vast migrations of these people take place. Entire nations
fold their tents and vanish into the desert to emerge months later, hun-
dreds, even thousands of miles away, to the astonishment of nearby
peoples. The nation most often targeted for invasion was China because
of its wealth. China kept armies permanently posted on the frontier and
built a wall to keep these desert invaders out. It didn’t.

These invaders of China were basically all the same people. The Bible
named them "Arabs”[10], The Chinese named them differently. Each
group of invaders were identified by their invasion, the name by which
they go by today.

Those of the "Hun" invasion are called "Huns." There are also Seljuks,
Ottomans, Khazars, and Mongols, to name only a few. The same people,
different invasions, different names. The name "Turk" appears most
frequently as part of the name of Seljuk- Turk, Ottoman-Turk, Turkaman,
Uzbek-Turk, Khazar-Turk, etc. If these desert people were to go by a
single name - a universal name - perhaps "Turk" would be that name.

Mohammed

In Mecca lived an ambitious person named "Mohammed." He said that
he was Allah’s spokesman. Mecca was the marshaling yard for spice
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caravans arriving from all over the world. Mohammed and his followers
were driven from Mecca. He and his followers fled north to Medena, a
city sitting astride the spice route from Mecca to Baghdad, the route to
Alexandria, and the one to the Far East. Soundly ensconced in his new
city, Mohammed forbade spice caravans to pass. For almost a year
hundreds of thousands of camels sat idle consuming enormous amounts
of forage. Caravans backed up all the way to China. Armies were sent to
dislodge him. Medina had water - the armies in the desert didn’t. They
failed.

At last, the great spice merchants had had enough of the squabbling. The
word was sent to the rulers of Mecca to make whatever concessions were
needed to start the caravans moving again. Mohammed’s demands were
simple enough. He demanded that he be accepted as the prophet of Allah,
and, that he rule both Mecca and Medena. This was agreed. With the
combined armies of Mecca and Medena, Mohammed quickly conquered
the Christian Arabs, Jewish Arabs, and Anamist Arabs living throughout
the rest of Arabia. They were all converted to Mohammad’s "Islam," and
Mohammed became the most powerful person in the Near East. Under
his rule "Islam" exploded in all directions.

Arab-Hun Invasions

Figure 3: Arab-Turk Invasions
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(1 ) Arabs poured out of Arabia into the Near East. (2) They next invaded
Egypt. (3) Then they crashed through the defenses of the Byzentine
Empire and annexed what is now Turkey. (4) Failing to take Constantino-
ple the changed direction and poured across N. Africa, (5) and invaded
Spain. (6) Failing in their effort to invade France, (6) they invaded Sicily
(7) and S. Italy. (8) The Arabs, now called "Turks", overwhelmed Con-
stantinople and drove into Europe proper, (9) where they were aided by
the Huns of Hungary (early Arab invaders) in their attack on Austria.(10)
Additional invaders - Seljuk-Turks, (11), Ottoman Türkei 2) and Mon-
gols added numbers at various times. The most recent and most sucessful
is the Khazar-Turk invasion (14) which subdued Russia and smashed a
German revolt. It is under their auspices that Turks are flooding Italy,
France, Germany, Britain, Scandinavia, America, S. Africa, and Australia
- in a massive - and thus far uncontested continuation of the Crusades.

Many years before Mohammed, a group of "Arabs" invaded China and
were named "Huns." They vanished back into the deserts and emerged
near the Black Sea where the E. German "Goths" lived. They were
defeated in France, and their powerful leader Attila was killed by Ildico
in 453. Ildico was the daughter of a German prince on whom Attila forced
an adulterous marriage[11]. The Huns then retreated to Hungary (9 on the
above chart) where they still live. At the time of Attila a large number of
them had converted to a "trade- Christianity." It made it easier to do
business. Later, when the Islamic invasions came, many converted to
Islam. Today, most are again "Christians."

During the Hungarian revolt against the Soviets, hundreds of these
Hungarian "refugees" swarmed into Virginia. I worked at the Virginia
Unemployment Commission and interviewed many of them. Most were
dark skinned shifty-eyed types, not at all like their newspaper and maga-
zine pictures. I was surprised at their appearance and their reluctance to
do farm work. They would take a farm job and "disappear" two weeks
later. I had no realistic idea of what a "Hun" was.
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Arab Invasions

The "Arabs" in Arabia, inflamed by the teachings of Mohammed, invad-
ed the Near East: (1), Egypt (2) and proceeded to crash through the
defences of the Byzantine Empire right up to the gates of Constantinople
itself. In the process they annexed the province of what is now "Turkey,"
killing or subjugating its adamite population. (3)[12]. The fortifications
of Constantinople held back Islam - for the time being.

Next, the Arabs swept across North Africa (4), again killing its consider-
able adamite population, conquering or and crossed over into Spain (5)
where they drove the "Visigoths" into the mountains of the northwest.
They ruled Spain for almost 1000 years before the Goths emerged from
the mountains and drove them back to N. Africa, leaving many still living
in the land. This remnant converted from Islam to Catholicism and were
called "Morescos" by the adamite-Goths. Great numbers of Moresco
descendants live in Spain today. Some of the invading Arabs converted
to Judaism. These also converted to Catholism. They were called "Mar-
anos." The descendants of both are usually easy to identify since they
look like their ancestors, the Arab/Turks, and still speak Spanish with a
Saracen accent.

These Morescos and Maranos, good Catholics but undesirable in Spain,
were encouraged to migrate to Spain’s colonies. Many joined the armies
of the Conquistadors overseas who invaded and settled South and Central
America. The Arab/Turk is well represented in the bloodstream of to-
day’s Hispanic peoples. They no longer follow Islam or Judaism, but are
good Catholics. "Hispanic-Turks" would be a better name for them. It’s
important to know that Turks profess all sorts of religious beliefs, but first
- they are TURKS! It explains a lot.

Arab invaders next crossed the Mediterranean Sea and conquered Sicily
(6). From Sicily they invaded southern Italy (7). Both Islamic Sicilians
and Southern Italians converted to Catholicism. Their descendents still
speak Italian with Saracen accents, and most look like their Saracen
ancestors -Sicilian" and "Italian-Turks." One cannot tell them apart from
Turks living in other lands.
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Turk Invasions of Turkish Lands

After the initial Arab conquest subsided, a new invasion of Turkish
peoples flooded the Near East. These new invaders were called Seljuk-
Turks (10). They were the same people as the people already living in the
Near East, but having a different name. They quickly adopted Islam and
the Arabic language, and merged in with the local population and became
indistinguishable from them. Next:

Ottoman Turks

On the heels of the Seljuk-Turks came the Ottoman-Turk invasion (11).
Same people - different name. They too learned Arabic adding many of
their own Turkic words. They also adopted the Islamic religion and
became almost indistinguishable from those they conquered. The Otto-
man- Seljuk-Arab "Turks" completed the conquest of Constantinople and
stormed into Europe where they populated Albania, Bulgaria (occupied
by Bulgars), and left Turk enclaves in what is now Yugoslavia. Many of
these invaders switched to "trade-Christianity." The Ottoman Empire
lasted until WWI, and it is presently in the process of forming into
something else under different leadership.

Ottoman Strategy Of Conquest

When the situation permitted, the Ottoman-Turks avoided direct assaults
on lands they wished to occupy. They would infiltrate a family at a time
until the population was largely Turk, and then the entire country would
fall to the Turks by default. When they could, the Ottomans followed the
custom of their kinsmen, the Huns and the Mongols, and used the armies
of the peoples they conquered, rather than use their own.

Mongols

The Mongols were kinsmen of the Turks. They conquered both China
and India, and occupied the Near East for a time ( 12). Some stayed and
were absorbed. Some were driven away. They practiced all different
religions - with sanitized "Christianity" predominating. They were strong
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On "Christianity" because they thought the crusaders would win. The
crusaders’ defeat caused them to switch to Islam Instead[13]

They ruled in the Russias to the north. The Rus-Slav alliance fought these
invaders for hundreds of years until they were finally defeated. First
called "Mongols," they were later called "Tartars," and lastly, lumped
with others practicing Islam, they were called "Turks." In 1917, a Khazar-
Turk alliance with the Slavs overthrew the Russ-Slav ruling alliance. The
Khazar-Turks secured rule over what had formerly been the entire Rus-
sian Empire - a vast land area.

Khazar Turks

The Khazar Turks settled on the lower Russian Rivers in the 7th Century.
They were tax-collectors for the Mongols and much hated by the Slavs.
The Academic American Encyclopaedia has this to say about them.

"Khazars (kah’-zars) "The Khazars, a Turkic people––dominated sub-
stantial parts of S. Russia during much of the 7th through 10th centuries.
During the 8th century the Khazar aristocracy and the kagan (king) were
converted to Judaism.—-and for 4 centuries thereafter this Jewish empire
held the balance of power between the Christian Byzantine Empire and
the Muslim Caliphate.

—The Khazars controlled many of the trade routes to the Orient; some of
the Radhanites (Jewish merchants from Gaul), for example, were accus-
tomed to crossing the Khazar empire while travelling to and from China
and India.—-In 965, Svyatoslav I, Duke of Kiev, decisively defeated the
Khazar army––new waves of Turkic invaders overran the remains of the
Khazar state[14].

The Khazar-Turks, defeated in battle and fleeing Ottoman-Turk and
Russian-Slav rule, fled into Europe seeking refuge. The arrival of these
numerous strangers attracted the attention of the Catholic Church, who
virtually enslaved them for its own use. Their adopted religion, Judaism,
allowed them to do what the WORD forbade Christians to do - "usury
banking." By using these Khazar-Turks the Church could accrue the
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benefits of usury without incurring its curse [15]. In Spain, Britain, and
the U.S., economic interests caused many to convert to "trade-Christianity.

The Turks’ Dream

Aided by Catholic Church toleration, Khazar-Turks became and are
today the world’s leading factor in banking. They have also become the
leading factor in media and trade. Where Ottoman-Turks were once the
undisputed leaders - the Khazars have now assumed leadership. Original-
ly desert nomads, they moved to S. Russia and Poland. From there they
established enclaves in London, New York, San Francisco, Odessa,
Johannesburg, and Palestine. In Palestine the Khazar-Turks are presently
embroiled in territorial and religious disputes with Palestinian Ottoman-
Turks. This is an ongoing thing among Turks over which only Westerners
seem to become upset. The ally of the Islamic- Palestinians is Islamic
Iraq. Iraq is being manhandled by the "Christian" armies of tributary
Western states in true Turk style.

Turk control of the world’s religious establishments which bless interna-
tional trade is absolute. No priest, mullah, or rabbi may appear on Turk
media who does not proclaim that "immigration" and "integration" of the
ruling Turks (and others selected by them) - is god’s will.

Regardless of who emerges as leader - the thousand year old objective of
the Turkish crusades remains - the conquest of Europe. Europe is being
flooded "Ottoman-style" with Turks from Morocco, Libya, Egypt, and
Iran - one family at a time. Even the remote lands in the very north -
Norway, Sweden, and Scotland receive their share. To bolster their
numbers - blacks, Indians, and "children of the East" (Orientals) are
recruited and imported. The Turk-owned media refers to the invaders as
"poor abused refugees."

In America, the invasion of Mid-east-Turks is swelled by Hispanic-
Turks, plus ancillary blacks, and "children of the East." The exact same
situation exists in S. Africa, Australia, and New Zealand - the other
Western lands.
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The present invasion has gone further, conquered more, and inflicted
more casualties on Christendom than all the other invasions combined.
But, the Turk does what he docs only because the priest blesses his acts
and stands holding the door for him[16]. The Turk is not to be blamed for
doing what Turks do.

The Teachers

Strangers cannot trade if God will not allow it. The one who allows it is
the one who blesses that which God curses. He is God’s enemy[17]. The
false priest must declare the wolf to be an "honorary sheep" before the
wolf may enter the sheepfold to eat sheep. It is the Lawless priest[18], the
serpent whom God placed in high dignity - to instruct us - his true
priests[19]. God wants MEN. He doesn’t want pansies, sodomites, slea-
zes, liars, and scam artists. To keep those he selected from becoming
such, he gives them daily examples of what he does NOT want, and
prominently displays them on TV for the schooling of his own.

One stands in the pulpit and rails against sodomites - but is careful not to
reveal the penalty for fear of losing the Turk’s gold[20]. The next rails
against government debt - but sells bonds to his flock and makes usurers
of them." Another cries over the awful Communist Chinese suppression
of "Christians" and a stranger stands in the pulpit beside him.

The "WORD made flesh" has graciously given us these, and countless
other examples, so that we can learn and teach our brothers to see the
Lawlessness that is bringing the curse

of God on the nation. There is no better way! Understand what the Turk
does, but don’t blame him for being what he is. He is a hunter. He does
what God put him here to do. The scribes and pharisees, on the other
hand, are the ultimate examples of evil. God made them and gave them
the job of being false-teachers. They have committed the unforgivable sin
punishable by death[23].

Knowing not to murder, they condone it. Knowing not to kidnap - they
bless it. These scribes and Pharisees are damned by God - to them Law
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and Lawlessness are the same. They are not "ignorant," they know what
they do. On them, prayer is wasted[24]. We see and pity, and cannot help.
They are the living dead, and are kept here on display by God as living
examples of evil. "Because thou has done this, thou art cursed above all––
and dust ("Dust: Heb: aw-fawr, - "clay," "mud," rubbish." Strong’s
Concordance) shall thou eat all the days of thy life. " Gen 3:14. In these
serpents the spirit is gone and "rubbish" is their mouths.

God in his wisdom has provided the wolf, the snake, and the antichrist to
teach his children. They are wonderful teachers - we are good students.
We must care for what God has provided. We must protect them from
harm. Without them our task would be immeasurably hard. With them -
people have begun to yearn for the protection of God’s Law - and the Law
and the Lawmaker cannot be divided[25].

"I created man from the invisible and visible... I appoint-
ed him ruler... to have my wisdom ... I called his name
Adam and showed him the two ways ... and I told him
‘this is good, and that is bad' that I should learn whether
he had love toward me, or hatred, that it be clear which
in his race love me." Enoch 30:12-14

________________________________

UNFILTERED NEWS

RUSSIA REGULATES RELIGION: The Russian parliament is ready
to pass restrictions on imported religion. The "trade- religion" of Russia
is the "Orthodox Church." It served first the Tzars, next, the Communist
Party, and now it serves the present government. "If you don’t obey the
government you go to hell - after you first get what you deserve."

Anything the current government says or does is "great." It is "sanitized
religion" in its purist form and staffed with government agents. Russian
rulers must regulate new religions to see that they stay within set limits.
There is nothing worse for tyrants than an unregulated god running loose
spreading unfounded rumours, making claims, and demanding rights.
The Orthodox Church was organized 1700 years ago to prevent that.
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Letter From South Africa by K.J.

"Dear Mr. Hoskins: I was hoping for clarity here in S. Africa by now.
Instead, confusion abounds. The Conservative Party is the large White
opposition party - it is now larger than De Klerk’s party, but De Klerk
refuses to hold elections.

"A woman with a daughter in intelligence told me they think the ANC
killed Hani, the radical black ANC leader. That makes the arrest of Clive
and Gaye Derby-Lewis strictly political. Without Gaye, the "Patriot," a
newspaper for Whites, is of little use. These two people have worked long
for harmony between the English speaking and Afrikaans speaking White
S. Africans.

"Murder of whites has become so frequent as to not be worthy of notice
by the papers. My husband increasingly tells me to tighten security and
he is right, but what a way to live.

Our thoughts are with the Christian Patriots in America. The wolf-con-
nection in S. Africa is turning to the same "Waco" and "Ruby Ridge"
tactics here. The arrests of the Derby- Lewises are an example.

"So many of our people have lost their jobs, and consequently everything
else. The numbers are much more than in 1930. Back then the state made
work on roads, dams, etc. Not now. The authorities will not even lend a
white family a tent even when they have no where to go. But, affirmative
action places blacks in high paying jobs for which they have not the least
training. They do not pay more than 10% tax and receive special medical
insurance also.

"A white man who has a printing firm and does a lot of work for the ANC
understands black languages. The talk among blacks is to ‘rape all white
women and kill all white people. He said this will happen when they win
the election. Our survival is no longer in man s hands. "I find myself
increasingly at odds with people who appear "unconcerned" over our
future." K. J. - South Africa
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Notes

1) (1) "If thou has stricken thy hand with a stranger (Heb: 2114 racial
alien), thou art snared with the words of thy mouth." Pr. 6:1, (2) "They
shall not dwell in thy land, lest they make thee sin against me. " I Kings
4:21.

2) "I am sent but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel." Matt 15:24.

3) (1) "A bastard (Heb: manner - mixed breed, mongrel) shall not enter
into the congregation of Israel. " De 23:2, (2) "The stranger (Heb: zûwr -
racial alien) that cometh nigh (the tabernacle) shall be put to death." No
18:7.

4) 1130 AD - Benedictus Christianus (Pierlconi) Jewish Banker of Rome
had a son Leo Petrus Leonis, d. 1128, who was elected Pope (Anacletus
11) 1130. His niece became wife of Roger I of Sicily, the most powerful
ruler in the Mediterranean at the time, and known for having influential
Islamic-Turks as advisors in his court.

5) "If any man ... be... an idolater or an extortioner …. With such a one
do not eat. Cor 5: II.

6) "Thou shall make no covenant with them." Deut 7:2.

7) "Thou shall not take a wife... of the Canaanites ... but thou shall go ...
to my kindred, and take a wife." Gen 24:3.4.

8) "Solomon ... had ... of the traffic of the spice merchants, and of all the
kings of Arabia." I Kings 10:14- 15(950 BC).

9) "Cain ... could neither settle nor find rest in any one place; but
wandered from place to place. " II Adam & Eve 13:5.

10) "And Ishmael and his sons and the sons of Keturah and their sons
went together and dwelt from Pharmon (Pharan) to the entrance of
Babylon ... toward the east opposite the desert. And these mingled with
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each other, and their name was called Arabs and Ishmaclites." Jubilees
20:10.

11) "Neither shall thou make marriages with them: thy daughter thou
shall not give unto his son, nor his daughter shall thou take unto thy son."
Deut 7:3.

12) ADAM: Heb: "man" 119 - "to show blood(in the face), i.e.: to flush
or turn rosy: - be (dyed, made) red (ruddy). Strong's Concordance.

13) The people of the WORD are the only people on earth who cling to
one faith. They are cither Christian or they are nothing. With the excep-
tion of a few sub-normals, they never adopt Laws. Statutes and Judge-
ments other than their own.

14) Also: The History of the Jewish Khazars, D. M. Dunlop, 1954, 1967.
Koestler, Arthur, The 13th Tribe: The Khazar Empire and its Heritage,
1976.

15) (1) "Unto a stranger thou mayest lend upon usury; but unto thy
brother thou shall not lend upon usury. " Deut. 23:20. (2) "He that hath
not given forth upon usury ...he shall surely live... Hath given forth upon
usury ... he shall surely die." Ez 18:8-13

16) "Son of man,—- There is a conspiracy–-Her priests have violated my
law,— They have put no difference between the holy and the profane,
neither have they showed difference between the unclean and the clean
— and I am profaned among them. Her princes are like wolves ravening
the prey." Ezek 22:23- 27.

17) "Woe to them–– that justify the wicked for reward." Isaiah 5:22-23.

18) Serpent: Heb. nawkawsh’; a snake, to hiss - whisper a magic spell."
Strong’s Concordance.

19) "Jesus Christ– hath made us kings & priests unto God and his Father”.
Rev 1:5.6.
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20) "If a man lie with mankind... they shall surely be put to death." Lev
20:13.

21) "Hath given forth upon usury —he shall surely die." Ezek 18:13.

22) "Neither of the hand of a stranger shall ye offer the bread of your God–
Because their corruption is in them, there is a blemish in them: therefore
shall they not be accepted for you." Lev 22:25 Gen. Bible.

23) The unforgivable sin is; "Now if thou closeth thy mouth and thy
nostrils against the winds of heaven and sayest, ‘The air is as poison to
me, I will not breathe it,’ behold thou perishest. —-if he shall say
knowing in his heart–- I will call good evil, and the Holy Spirit I will call
unholy’: then lo, his spirit dieth within him." Philochnstus 13:20-21. The
man who KNOWINGLY breaks God’s Law - the violation of which is
punishable by death - such as premeditated-murder, kidnapping, or rape
- he has committed the "unforgivable sin." For sin against the Holy Spirit
there is no hope, no redemption, and no forgiveness. As "false- witness-
es" they incur the penalty due false-witnesses; "If a false witness rise up...
to testify–-that which is wrong–- Then shall ye to unto him. as he had
thought to have done unto his brother––life shall go for life, eye for eye,
tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot" Deut. 19:16-21.

24) "I pray not for the world, but for them which thou hast given me. for
they are thine." John 17:9.

25) "The Lawmaker and his Law arc one.” Geneva Bible, Knox & Calvin,
et al, fn 5, James 2.
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